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NH3 & Cu State Impact SCR Catalyst Performance 
Global Reactions 

4NO + 4NH3 + O2 → 4N2 + 6H2O  Standard SCR 
 

2NO2 + 4NH3 + O2 → 3N2 + 6H2O  NO2 SCR 
 

NO + NO2 + 2NH3 → 2N2 + 3H2O  Fast SCR 

•  Storage, utilization of NH3 is 
critical to development, 
controls 

•  Ribeiro, et al, 2012: EXAFS, 
operando XANES identifies 
differences in Cu oxidation 
state ratios for Fast & Slow 
vs. Standard SCR 
132 J.-S. McEwen et al. / Catalysis Today 184 (2012) 129– 144

Table 1
Edge positions of operando Cu–SSZ-13 and various Cu reference compounds.

Sample Treatment Edge energy (eV)

Air – RT 8987.6
2.1  wt.% Dry Air – 473 K 8985.2
Cu–SSZ-13 Wet  NO Oxid. 8986.1
Operando Standard SCR 8982.0

Fast SCR 8985.2

Cu2O 8980.6
CuO 8983.7
[Cu(II)(H2O)6]2+ N/A 8988.5
[Cu(II)(NH3)4]2+ 8985.1

proton [40]; Al substitution has a more direct effect on volume than
does the charge-compensating species. When doing two  Si → Al
substitutions, similar equilibrium volumes were obtained. Typical
energy vs. volume plots for these and other substitutions are given
as supplementary material.

Adsorbates including O, O2, OH, O2H, (OH)2, H2O and H2O·H2O
were studied at Cu-exchanged sites in the rhombohedral unit cell
using the lattice constants identified above. In the absence of these
adsorbates, the local geometry was characterized using both unit
cells at their respective optimized volumes. A 400 eV plane-wave
cutoff and a single !-point sampling of the Brillouin zone was
used for these calculations. Spin polarization effects were found
to have a significant effect on the energy differences and were
taken into account appropriately. The electronic self-consistent
field (SCF) energies were converged to 10−8 eV, and geometries
were considered to be fully relaxed when the forces on the atoms
were less than 0.01 eV/Å. Vibrational frequencies are determined
by fitting atomic forces due to differential displacements of 0.01 Å
to a harmonic model. Tight convergence is found to be neces-
sary to avoid unphysical imaginary frequencies in the frequency
analysis [65].

Adsorption energies are calculated at a Al:Cu ratio of 1:1
and a Si:Al ratio of 11:1 in the rhombohedral unit cell and are
defined as:

Eads = EZCuOxHy − EZCu − EOxHy (1)

where EZCuOxHy , EZCu are the total energies of, respectively, the
Cu-exchanged zeolite in the presence of OxHy and the bare Cu-
exchanged zeolite. EOxHy is the total energy of an OxHy reference
molecule for O2, O2H, OH and H2O; EO is set to 1/2EO2 .

4. Results

4.1. Experiment

4.1.1. XANES and EXAFS
The Cu k-edge positions for the 2.1 wt.% Cu–SSZ-13 catalyst

exposed to different gas feed compositions and for various refer-
ence compounds are given in Table 1. The edges for the catalyst
shifted from high to low energy in the following order: Air at RT
> Wet  NO Oxidation > Fast SCR ≈ Air at 473 K > Standard SCR (see
Fig. 1a and b). The Cu references have edge positions that ranged
from high to low energy in the order of hexa-aqua Cu(II) > Cu(II)O
> Cu(II) tetraamine > Cu(I)2O (see Fig. 1c). All of the references
which contained Cu(II) had edge energies ranging from 8983.7
to 8988.5 eV. The Cu(I) reference had the lowest edge energy of
8980.6 eV. For the Cu–SSZ-13 data, the sample in Air at RT, Air at
473 K, NO Oxidation and Fast SCR all fall in the range of edge posi-
tions indicating a Cu(II) oxidation state. While the edge for Standard
SCR fell between the energies for the Cu(I) and Cu(II) references, the
shift was identified as being due to the presence of Cu(I) on the cat-
alyst (more on this below). Not only can XANES be used to identify
the oxidation state but it can also be used to determine the local
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Fig. 1. (a) XANES overlay of 2.1 wt.% Cu–SSZ-13 in Air at RT (solid line), in Wet  NO
Oxidation (300 ppm NO, 150 ppm NO2, 5% O2, 5% H2O, 5% CO2 and balance He) at
473  K (dashed line), and Dry Air at 473 K (dash-dotted line) (b) XANES comparison
of  2.1 wt.% Cu–SSZ-13 in Fast SCR (150 ppm NO, 150 ppm NO2, 300 ppm NH3,  5% O2,
5%  H2O, 5% CO2 and balance He) at 473 K (solid line), and Standard SCR (300 ppm NO,
300 ppm NH3, 5% O2, 5% H2O, 5% CO2 and balance He) at 473 K (dashed line). (c) Refer-
ence spectra for a hexa-aqua Cu(II) ([Cu(II)(H2O)6]2+, dashed line), Cu(II) tetraamine
([Cu(II)(NH3)4]2+, short-dashed line), a Cu(II)O powder (dash-space-dotted line), a
Cu(I)2O powder (dash-dotted line) and a Cu foil (solid line).

coordination environment of the catalyst. In Fig. S2,  the XANES of
the Cu–SSZ-13 in Air at RT is overlayed with the [Cu(II)(H2O)6]2+

reference. The spectra are virtually identical, meaning that the coor-
dination environment for Cu in each sample was  very similar at the
time that each spectrum was  collected. Thus when the zeolite was
saturated with water, the Cu was so well hydrated that it appears as
if the Cu were solvated in an aqueous solution and not bound within
a zeolite pore. In other words, the presence of H2O acts to screen Cu
to zeolite interactions. The XANES of the catalyst at three different
gas conditions, each with varying water content, are given in Fig. 1a.
The catalyst in Air at RT had several weeks to absorb H2O after it was
synthesized, calcined and placed in a sample vial, making it appear
as if it had not been calcined. The catalyst in Dry Air at 473 K, on
the other hand, should have a large portion of that residual water
driven from the framework, much like a calcined sample, and for
the catalyst in Wet  NO Oxidation we  intentionally introduced 5% of
H2O to the gas feed. The XANES show a clear trend in the edge posi-
tion and shape, which becomes more well defined as the hydration
shell around Cu can no longer prevent coordination with the zeolite
framework. Indeed, comparison of the EXAFS (Fig. 2a) showed that
long range order only became evident once the amount of water
in the zeolite was  decreased. The higher order shell in the Fourier
transform (FT) magnitude at 2.4 Å, due to Cu O Si scattering, was
only present when the Cu had less extensive hydration. The feature
became very strong once the water was driven out of the zeolite
(going from Wet  NO Oxidation to Dry Air at 473 K) and the Cu settled
into a more rigid coordination environment within the zeolite’s 6-
membered rings. The drastic changes in the chemical coordination
environment of the Cu exposed by XANES did little to change the
way the Cu coordinated to its nearest neighbors, whatever species
they may  be. At all three gas conditions, Air at RT (i.e. before cal-
cining), Dry Air at 473 K (after calcining) and Wet  NO Oxidation at
473 K, the EXAFS found no change in the CN of the Cu, which pre-
ferred 4-fold coordination throughout. Due to a strong Jahn–Teller
distortion about the d9 Cu(II) center, the two  coordinating species
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Fig. 2. (a) Magnitude of the EXAFS for 2.1 wt.% Cu–SSZ-13 in Air at RT (solid line),
Wet  NO Oxidation at 473 K (dashed line) and Dry Air at 473 K (dash-dotted line).
The  first shell was  identified as Cu O scattering; the second shell was  identified
as  oxygen bridged Cu Si scattering (i.e. Cu O Si). (b) Magnitude of the FT of the
EXAFS for 2.1 wt.% Cu–SSZ-13 in Fast (solid line) and Standard SCR (dashed line)
gas  conditions. The shift in peak position and modest change in shape is due to the
fractional presence of Cu(I) in the catalyst in Standard SCR.

(e.g. H2O) along the z-axis of what would be a 6-fold coordinate Cu
center have significantly increased Cu O distances, leading to XAS
identifying Cu as only 4-fold coordinate. This is a well known phe-
nomenon [66]. The similar coordination in our experiments can be
verified visually by the very similar first shell in the EXAFS of the
three samples (Fig. 2a). The Cu O bond distance increased slightly
to 1.92 Å from 1.89 Å when NOx was present instead of just air. This
result is reflected in Fig. 2a as the peak for NO Oxidation is slightly
shifted to higher R values. Typical values for the Cu O bond distance
for Cu(I)2O and [Cu(II)(H2O)6]2+ reference compounds are 1.86 and
1.95 Å with 2- and 4-fold coordination, respectively [66,67]. The
slightly compressed nature of the Cu O bonds in our samples are
typical of Cu exchanged zeolites. EXAFS fitting of the remaining gas
conditions, Table 2, found that Cu was always in 4-fold coordina-
tion with a Cu O distance around 1.90 Å, no matter what the gas
conditions, except in one special case: Standard SCR. Not only does
the data always produce 4-fold coordination, assuming 3-fold coor-
dination by fixing the Cu O CN to 3, produced unreasonable results
for all gas conditions.

The catalyst in Standard SCR gas conditions produced very
intriguing XAS. An overlay of the XANES of the catalyst in Stan-
dard SCR, which included NO, NH3, O2, H2O and CO2, with the
catalyst in Fast SCR, for which the feed was the same as Standard
SCR but with the addition of the strongly oxidizing NO2, shows
nearly identical spectra except for one pre-edge feature centered
at 8984 eV (Fig. 1b). It should be noted that the XANES for Slow
SCR (not shown here for clarity) was identical to that for Fast SCR.
Additionally, the EXAFS fitting of the Standard SCR data produced
an uncharacteristically low CN of 3.5 and bond distance of 1.87 Å,
which were manifested in a slight shift to lower R and small changes
in the peak shape of the FT magnitude of the EXAFS data (Fig. 2b).
The XANES pre-edge feature was located at an energy below what
the reference data would identify as a Cu(II) oxidation state, but the
majority of the remaining edge was effectively identical to the edge
at other conditions where Cu was found in the +2 oxidation state.

A  linear combination XANES fit using the Fast SCR XANES as one
reference, and a bulk Cu2O powder, a sample with Cu in the lesser
+1 oxidation state, as the other reference produced an excellent fit
(Table S1).  In other words, the XANES fitting found that Cu in Stan-
dard SCR was  present in a mixed oxidation state comprised of 85%
Cu(II) and 15% Cu(I). The presence of the Cu(I) was confirmed by
a repeat measurement collected some hours after testing the cat-
alyst in a number of other gas conditions (including Fast SCR) and
then returning to the Standard SCR gas condition, which once again
produced the pre-edge feature. Furthermore, this also explains the
changes in the CN and Cu O bond distance measured in the EXAFS.
As stated above, the Cu(I) in Cu2O has 2-fold coordination and a
shorter Cu O bond distance of 1.86 Å and since XAS measures an
average of all of the Cu in the sample it would measure a reduced
CN and bond distance if the catalyst was  in a mixed oxidation state
as this sample clearly was.

These being true operando experiments at relevant gas concen-
trations and flow rates, the catalyst activities were simultaneously
measured during the XAS for Standard, Fast and Slow SCR at
473 K (Table S2).  At steady state, for Standard SCR, the cat-
alyst had a differential rate per mole Cu of 6.7 × 10−4 mol
(N2 + N2O) mol−1 Cu s−1, while for Fast SCR the rate per mole Cu was
2.4 × 10−3 mol  (N2 + N2O) mol−1 Cu s−1. For Slow SCR, the measured
rate per mole of Cu was 1.5 × 10−3 mol  (N2 + N2O) mol−1 Cu s−1 and
similar to the results for Fast SCR, there was  no evidence of any
Cu(I) present on the catalyst. The aptly named Fast SCR condition
did indeed turn over faster, per mole of Cu, than either the Stan-
dard or Slow SCR condition, not an unexpected result [1,2]. As yet,
there are no differential rates on Cu–SSZ-13 reported in the litera-
ture to which we  may  compare ours to, as is typically customary.
Other zeolites, such as ZSM-5 and SAPO-34 (a discussion of which is
beyond the scope of this paper) tested in the same reactor with the
same conditions, showed even greater amounts of Cu(I) under Stan-
dard SCR while exhibiting similar rates to that of the SSZ-13. Thus
the Cu(I) is not a cause of the slower Standard SCR rates, but evi-
dence of the ability of Cu to do redox chemistry. Both the XANES and
the EXAFS tell a consistent story, but there are further parallels that
can be drawn between the computed structures and experiments,
which we  now address in the next sections.

4.2. DFT simulations

4.2.1. Cu–SSZ-13
The small-pore SSZ-13 zeolite has a tetrahedral framework

composed of 6-membered rings in an AABBCCAA sequence (see
Fig. 3). These 6-membered ring units connect to form a cavity that
is bounded by six 8-membered and twelve 4-membered rings.
There are two  equivalent ways to construct the chabazite unit
cell. The hexagonal cell has 36 symmetry-equivalent T (tetrahe-
dral) sites (which can be either Si or Al atoms) and 72 O atoms,
which can be divided into four symmetry distinct groups of mul-
tiplicity 18 within each group. Previous DFT investigations have
employed the smaller rhombohedral cell [38–43],  represented by
the box with the solid lines in Fig. 3 and containing 12 T-sites
and 24 O atoms. Because of their different sizes, these two  unit
cells provide easy computational access to a range of effective
Si:Al ratios: the hexagonal cell is used here to access Si:Al ratios
of 35:1 or 17:1 and the rhombohedral unit cell to Si:Al ratios
of 11:1 or 5:1.

To probe the Cu adsorption energy landscape at a Si:Al ratio of
35:1, we  fixed the position of all framework atoms and performed
single point energy evaluations as the Cu was  moved in the a–b and
b–c planes. Energy contour plots are shown in Fig. 4a and b, with
darker regions corresponding to stronger bonding and white areas
to regions excluded by the lattice. We  find three distinct minima. In
the lowest energy one, Cu binds to the center of the Al-containing

Std SCR: 
Dash-Dot, ~15% Cu+ 

Fast SCR: Solid line, no Cu+ 
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Fig. 2. (a) Magnitude of the EXAFS for 2.1 wt.% Cu–SSZ-13 in Air at RT (solid line),
Wet  NO Oxidation at 473 K (dashed line) and Dry Air at 473 K (dash-dotted line).
The  first shell was  identified as Cu O scattering; the second shell was  identified
as  oxygen bridged Cu Si scattering (i.e. Cu O Si). (b) Magnitude of the FT of the
EXAFS for 2.1 wt.% Cu–SSZ-13 in Fast (solid line) and Standard SCR (dashed line)
gas  conditions. The shift in peak position and modest change in shape is due to the
fractional presence of Cu(I) in the catalyst in Standard SCR.
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nomenon [66]. The similar coordination in our experiments can be
verified visually by the very similar first shell in the EXAFS of the
three samples (Fig. 2a). The Cu O bond distance increased slightly
to 1.92 Å from 1.89 Å when NOx was present instead of just air. This
result is reflected in Fig. 2a as the peak for NO Oxidation is slightly
shifted to higher R values. Typical values for the Cu O bond distance
for Cu(I)2O and [Cu(II)(H2O)6]2+ reference compounds are 1.86 and
1.95 Å with 2- and 4-fold coordination, respectively [66,67]. The
slightly compressed nature of the Cu O bonds in our samples are
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catalyst in Fast SCR, for which the feed was the same as Standard
SCR but with the addition of the strongly oxidizing NO2, shows
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at 8984 eV (Fig. 1b). It should be noted that the XANES for Slow
SCR (not shown here for clarity) was identical to that for Fast SCR.
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which were manifested in a slight shift to lower R and small changes
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the reference data would identify as a Cu(II) oxidation state, but the
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shorter Cu O bond distance of 1.86 Å and since XAS measures an
average of all of the Cu in the sample it would measure a reduced
CN and bond distance if the catalyst was  in a mixed oxidation state
as this sample clearly was.

These being true operando experiments at relevant gas concen-
trations and flow rates, the catalyst activities were simultaneously
measured during the XAS for Standard, Fast and Slow SCR at
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Fig. 3). These 6-membered ring units connect to form a cavity that
is bounded by six 8-membered and twelve 4-membered rings.
There are two  equivalent ways to construct the chabazite unit
cell. The hexagonal cell has 36 symmetry-equivalent T (tetrahe-
dral) sites (which can be either Si or Al atoms) and 72 O atoms,
which can be divided into four symmetry distinct groups of mul-
tiplicity 18 within each group. Previous DFT investigations have
employed the smaller rhombohedral cell [38–43],  represented by
the box with the solid lines in Fig. 3 and containing 12 T-sites
and 24 O atoms. Because of their different sizes, these two  unit
cells provide easy computational access to a range of effective
Si:Al ratios: the hexagonal cell is used here to access Si:Al ratios
of 35:1 or 17:1 and the rhombohedral unit cell to Si:Al ratios
of 11:1 or 5:1.

To probe the Cu adsorption energy landscape at a Si:Al ratio of
35:1, we  fixed the position of all framework atoms and performed
single point energy evaluations as the Cu was  moved in the a–b and
b–c planes. Energy contour plots are shown in Fig. 4a and b, with
darker regions corresponding to stronger bonding and white areas
to regions excluded by the lattice. We  find three distinct minima. In
the lowest energy one, Cu binds to the center of the Al-containing
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Using Light to Detect NH3 & Cu State 

•  Cu state changes yield visible response 

Temp 450°C 450°C 450°C 450°C 35°C 

Gas Air Hydrogen Air Ammonia Air 

Color Gray Pink Gray Pink Blue 

In
-S

itu
 P

ic
tu

re
 

Hydrogen & ammonia effect similar change to optical absorbance in 
CuZSM5. Similar results are seem in CuCHA. 

* Gas conditions defined as “H2”: 40%H2, balance inert; “NH3”: 1000ppm NH3, balance inert. 

Hydrogen & ammonia effect  common changes to optical absorbance in 
CuZSM5. Similar results are also seen in CuCHA. 
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Using Light to Detect NH3 & Cu State 

•  Cu state changes yield visible response 
•  Unique optical accessibility of Cu redox couple 

o  Route to ammonia, other redox-active species assessment 
o  Simplified approach to monitor redox state of Cu centers 

Not luminescent     Cu+2 + e- ↔  Cu+1      Luminescent 

Laser provides photons 
that excite Cu+ species 

Cu+ species vibrationally relax & undergo 
intersystem crossing to lowest vibrational 
state of excited molecular electronic level 

Cu+ species emit photons 
for sensitive detection  

Cu-Zeolite Catalyst 
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Intra-Catalyst Optical Sensing of Gases and Cu State 

Exhaust gases interact with catalyst material  
on monolith and tip of fiber 

Catalyst material-tipped 
fiber fits easily into 

channels of monolith 

Motivation: Enhance catalyst state monitoring, modeling, design & control 

•  Map intra-catalyst spatial NH3 distributions 

•  Understand oxidation state, rxn network distribution & nature 

•  Assess ageing, operation at low temp 

•  Inspired by self-diagnosing “smart catalysts” 
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Minimally Invasive Fiber Probe Fabrication 

•  Fused silica optical fiber commercially available 
•  Sol gel tip: porous matrix holds catalyst material 
•  Tuning the measurement for speed & sensitivity: 

–  Zeolite identity 
–  Sol gel precursor molecule/delivery solvent/sol gel viscosity 
–  Catalyst powder loading level 
–  Thickness of tip coating 

600 µm 

Sensor Material-Tipped Optical Fiber 

600um 

400um 

Appl. Optics, 38(25), 5306-5309; 1999. 
ORNL/FEERC Probe 
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Sensitive Detection Allows Catalyst Monitoring 

PMT 

Ar+ Laser 

 L
in

e 
Fi

lte
r 

488nm Edge Filter 

Optical Fiber 

Microscope Objective 

532nm Edge Filter 

CuZSM5Sol Tip 

Beam Splitter  C
ho

pp
er 

Lock-In 
Amplifier •  Single-entry, micron-footprint probes 

–  Common excitation, collection path 
–  Optimized collection of signal 

•  Laser-induced fluorescence 
–  High signal to background ratio 
–  Holographic filters minimize laser 

background 

•  Lock-in amplifier signal detection 
–  Apply frequency signature to input light; 

detect outputs with same frequency 
–  Phase-locking significantly increases S/N 
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Outline 

I.    Premise of Work 

II.    Ammonia Sensing with CuZSM5 

III.   Copper Zeolite Luminescence 

IV.   Summary & Next Steps 

V.    Acknowledgements 
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Ammonia Sensing with Cu Zeolite – Tipped Fiber 
•  Previous work: SPACI-IR, SPACI-MS 

–  Gas phase NH3 concentration indicates NH3 storage 
–  Stoichiometry of NH3 gives reaction rate 

–  Infer control strategies from these spatiotemporal measurements 

•  Optical methods allow complementary spatiotemporal info 

•  NH3 slip control for general exhaust applications 
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Conclusions 

150$ 350$ 550$ 750$ 950$

Objective & Motivation: Diagnostics to Enable Efficiency Improvements 
  

Acknowledgements:/U.S./DOE/OVT,/Program/Managers/Gurpreet/Singh/&/Ken/Howden/

Future Work 
•  Integrate thermal reference fiber made of passivated catalyst material 
•  Tailor doped sol gel to optimize temporal resolution to improve catalyst state assessment. 
•  Investigate transduction capabilities of state-of-the-art SCR materials incorporated into new probes. 
•  Ultimate goal, besides increasing basic catalyst knowledge, remains OBD “smart catalyst” closed-loop control technology. 

•  Improve fuel efficiency. Lower cost of catalyst development, components, operation, & improve control. 
•  Develop fundamental knowledge & sensor hardware tools to enable lower cost, more efficient SCR. 
•  Understand oxidation state, spatial distribution of reaction network, performance variation with ageing, operation at low temp. 
•  Combine fundamental data and diagnostics development to drive improved efficiency. 

R.$M.$Connatser,$W.$P.$Partridge,$Jr.,$V.$Y.$Prikhodko,$and$J.$E.$Parks,$II$
$Oak$Ridge$NaBonal$Laboratory$

N.$W.$Currier$and$S.$C.$Geckler,$Cummins,$Inc.$

600 µm 

Sensor Material-Tipped Optical Fiber 

600um 

400um 

Appl. Optics, 38(25), 5306-5309; 1999. 
ORNL/FEERC Probe 

Doped$Sol$Gel$$$
Sensor$Tip$

Fused$Silica$
OpBcal$Fiber$
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5"

Inorganic Catalyst Transducers 

NH3 Sensor Development 
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Temporal & Thermal Response 

•  Methods proven for catalyst-tipped optical fiber probe creation with sensitive detection 
•  Diagnostics developed to enhance catalyst in situ characterization & NH3 slip sensing 

•  Standard$SCR:$literature$shows$many$reacBve$Cu$species$$
!  4NO$+$4NH3$+$O2$→$4N2$+$6H2O$

•  Proposed$opBcally$acBve$copper$catalyst$localized$reacBon$
!  [Cu+zeo"(NH3)3]$2$O$$+$2NO$→$2[Cu2+zeo"(NH3)2]OH$+$2N2$+$H2O$

Sensitive Detection Methodology 

CuTZSMT5/offers/
best/thermal/range/

Catalyst State Assessment 

NH3 Sensing at Diesel-Exhaust [O2] & Temps 

•  Response same 1%-10% O2. 
•  Cu+ fluorescence quenching 

by O2 is not an issue at 
diesel-SCR [O2].  

•  H2$&$NH3$$yield$similar$visual$changes$in$CueZSMe5$Sol.$
•  Op#cally(Accessible(Reac#on(

Non2fluorescent(((Cu+2(+(e2(↔((Cu+1(((Fluorescent(↔((Cu0(((Non2fluorescent(
•  Probe$indicates$state$of$surrounding$local$catalyst.$
•  Materials$&$methods$used$for$catalyst$response$transducBon$share$

common$qualiBes$that$are$commutaBve$across$sensing$applicaBons.$
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NH3 
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Washcoated SCR Catalyst Monolith 

•  Fused$silica$opBcal$fiber$
!  Confined$spaces,$noneconducBve$

•  Sol$gel$matrix$coats$fiber$Bp$
!  Open$structure,$exhausterugged$

•  OpBcally$acBve$sensor$material$doped$into$sol$gel$scaffolding$
!  IniBally:$organic$dye,$bromocresol$purple$(BCP)$sol$
!  Currently:$SCR$catalyst$powder,$CueZSMe5$sol$

Species/ Atmosphere/ Temperature/
Cu2+$orig.$state1$ C3H6$+$NO$+$O2(ex)$ 500°C$
Cu2+$parBal$red,$Cu+$1$ C3H6$+$NO$+$O2(ex)$ 200e350°C$
Cu2+$coord$change1$ Steam/dry$ 650e700/850e900°C$
Z2Cu(I)OH2

27
$$ CueZSMe5,$Std$SCR$ 250°C$e$400°C$

ZCu(II)(OH)2$8$ $
Cu$CHA$(not$ZSMe5)$

200°C$
Z2Cu(II)OH2$

8
$ 200°C$

Z2Cu(I)OH2$
8
$ 200°C$

•  Organic dye-based, BCP Sol, probes can be used for NH3 slip control. 

Response/to/NH3/transient:/
Organic/vs./Catalyst/Sensor/

/
/
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/
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•  Transient responses of organic 
& inorganic catalyst transducers 

•  Comparison indicates favorable 
performance of inorganic. 

•  Thermal response varies due to 
!  Lattice dehydration 
!  Auto-reduction 
!  Boltzman distribution 

•  Thermal Reference fiber  
!  Passivated catalyst 

•  Laser-induced fluorescence measurement 
•  488-nm laser provides molecular excitation for Cu+ 

•  Double holographic laser rejection post-sample 
!  Reduces laser background by 104 

!  Ensures maximized throughput of photons from 
Cu+ radiative relaxation 

•  Lock-in amplifier detection  
!  Cu+ only weakly fluorescent 
!  Chopper gives laser high frequency signature 
!  Only detect light with same signature  

Ammonia$Sensors$Based$on$DopedeSoleGeleTipped$$
OpBcal$Fibers$for$Catalyst$System$DiagnosBcs!

Catalyst/Probe/
Organic/Probe/

•  Inorganic catalyst transducer probes provide for higher temperature measurements. 
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Ultimately, Cu oxidation state is detected variable 
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for the Department of Energy 

Origins of Cu-Zeolite Luminescence 

3d10 

3d9 3d9 4p1 4s1 4s1 
Emission 

Cu+ 

+Photons  
Cu2+ 

Charge Transfer Complex: 
HOMO of Zeolite Oxygen to LUMO Cu2+ 

3d9 4p1 4s1 

Method can measure both Cu+ and certain Cu2+ species 

Not luminescent     Cu+2 + e- ↔  Cu+1      Luminescent 
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Differentiating Luminescence from Cu+ and Cu2+ 

Strategies for Discerning Luminescent Centers 

•  Excitation wavelength multiplexing 

•  Luminescence lifetimes 

Approaches Being Pursued 

•  Concurrent UV and visible excitation with 
diverse frequency signatures 

•  Generate calibration datasets in materials, 
gaseous environments matched to XANES 
literature data for comparison 
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Summary & Next Steps:  
Developing diagnostics to address the next barriers to efficiency improvements 
 

 

•  Improved diagnostics allow broader development applications 
–  Single-port, minimally invasive, probe 
–  Spatial, temporal resolution in real-time, intra-monolith or on-engine 

• Engine exhaust application in SCR catalysts 
–  SCR control: oxidation state, coordination of copper 
–  NH3 utilization & slip 
–  Urea decomposition & distribution 
–  Monitor for catalyst poisons (P, S species) 

• Future work:  NH3 Sensing 
–  Improve speed & sensitivity by tuning fabrication; expand catalyst materials used 
–  Develop thermal reference fiber 
–  Apply in complex exhaust gases & compare to SPACI intra-cat measurements 

• Future work:  Cu Oxidation State Assessment 
–  Concurrent UV and visible excitation with diverse frequency signatures 
–  Generate calibration datasets in materials, gaseous environments matched to 

XANES literature data for comparison 
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